
   The vulnerable part of communications between user and server is the poor authentication 
level on the user’s side. For example, in e-banking systems for user authentication passwords 
are used which can be lost or swindled by person malitiously impersonating bank. 
   Nowdays appeared Smart-Id identification using smart phones has some advantage compared 
with passwords table presented to the user by bank, but nevertheless it is a temporary measure 
to mitigate the increasing number of attacks to ordinary users.
   The radical solution can be the cryptographic chip possessed in user’s smart phone or in his 
credit card. This cryptographic chip could be supplied by bank to user with user’s and bank’s 
public key cryptosystem (PKC) parameters and supporting software. Then PKC with 
supporting software can be used to more secure user’s authentication and communication 
session creation using authenticated key agreement protocol (AKAP). 
   Moreover, AKAP can be combined together with biometric identification methods which 
popularity is growing nowdays but not so rapid as desirable.

The timing and ordering of the messages is critical: the adversary (playing the role of a prover)
must generate the first message ut before it sees the challenge c generated by Bank .

p=2q+1,

Bank generates public parameters (PP) according to ElGamal cryptosystem 
requirements. They are strong prime number p of at least 2048 bits length, i.e. |p|=
2048 and

where q is prime. Then there is a subgroup Gq of prime order q in the group of 
residues modulo p we denote by 

Obviously q is a prime factor of order p-1 of group 

b=gy mod p.

Bank has also his random generated private key PrKB=y, 1<y<q-1 and 
corresponding his public key PuKB=b, where

System parameters SP=(p,g) and Bank’s PuK=b are openly distributed among all 
Bank’s customers including Alice.

When user Alice opens her account in the Bank, then during registration phase she 
receives SP=(p,g) and Banks PuKB=b.
In addition, there are two opportunities for Alice to complete registration operation. 

a=gx mod p.                (  )

Either she receives Bank generated public and private key pair PrKA=x, PuKA=a, 
for her where

Or she generates this key pair by herself using special certified application software 
supplied by Bank. In the latter case Alice randomly generates PrK=x, 1<x<q-1 and 
keeps it secret from anyone (including Bank). She also computes PuK=a using the 
same expression (  ). 
In both cases all parameters mentioned above are kept in certain storage device 
(e.g. USB token, SIM card, etc.) together with certified application program.

Let g be a generator of Gq.
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Schnorr Identification Protocol (S-Id).1.

This protocol is initiated by Alice and has there communications presented 
below. We assume that Bank has Alice’s PuK=a as an Alice’s identity.

w=gu mod p.
Alice sends w to Bank.

Alice generates at random secret random number u, 1<u<q-1 and using SP=(p,g) 
computes witness w in the following way 

1.

Bank generates at random challenge h, 1<h<q-1  and sends h to Alice.2.

r=u+xh mod q-1

gr=wah mod p.            
After the third communication Bank verifies if the following identity is satisfied

If it is the case Bank trust that Alice proved a knowledge that she possesses a 
private key PrK=x corresponding to her public key PuK=a. 
The validity proof of (  ) identity:

Schnorr Signature Scheme (S-Sig).2.

Let m be a message to be signed by Bank and sent to Alice. Parties are using 
cryptographic secure H-function to create and verify signature on the message 
digest obtained by this function. For signature creation Bank uses system 
parameters SP=(p,g) and Bank’s PrK=y. 

r=gz mod p.

Bank chooses at random z, 1<z<q-1 and computes first component r of his 
signature:

s=z+yh mod q-1.            
              h=H(m||r),                 (  )

Bank computes H-value h and second component s of his signature:

Alice, after receiving h and having her private key x together with generated u
computes her response r:

3.

Bank’s signature on h is =(r,s). Then Bank sends m and  to Alice.

gs=rbh mod p.            (  )
After receiving m and =(r,s), Alice according to (  ) computes h and verifies if 

Symbolically this verification function we denote by 

This function yields True if (  ) is valid. 

Here H is a hash function whose output is smaller than the size of q and m||r 
denotes the concatenation of m and r .

(e.g. USB token, SIM card, etc.) together with certified application program.
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AKAP

This function yields True if (  ) is valid. 

If according to [Boneh] recommendation |p|=2048 bits and |q|=256 bits, then the 

maximal length of signature ||=2048+256=2304 bits. The maximal number of 
exponentiation operations from 2048 is reduced to 256. 

ElGamal encryption (ElG-Enc) scheme.  1.

Let m be a message to be encrypted by Alice and sent Bank. To obtain 
unambiguous encryption m must satisfy the following inequality 1<m<p-1. 
Encryption is performed using SP=(p,g) and Bank’s PuK=b.
Encryption is executed in the following way.

e=mbk mod p,
    d=gk mod p.

Alice chooses at random r, 1<r<p-2 and computes 

The ciphertext is c=(e,d) which is sent to the Bank.

m=e(d)-y mod p.     (d)-y=dp-1-y mod p

For decryption Bank uses the same system parameters SP=(p,g) and his private 
key PrK=y. Then 

c=(e,d)=Enc(b,m),
m=Dec(y,c).

Further we use the following symbolic notation for encryption Enc() and 
decryption Dec() functions

Security considerations of this scheme will be presented below.
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AKAP

Protocol execution takes three communications between Alice and Bank which 
are represented below.

1.

w= gu mod p.

c=Enc(b,a)

Using Bank’s public key b, she encrypts her public key a using Bank’s Puk=b
by ElGamal encryption function Enc obtaining corresponding ciphertext c

Alice sends (w,c) to the Bank.

Alice chooses at random number u, 1<u<q-1 and computes witness w in the 
following way

2.

Dec(y,c)=a.
Bank verifies if user with his/her public key a is included in his customers 
database. If Yes, then protocol is proceeded, otherwise it is terminated.

h= gv mod p.

If it is OK, Bank chooses at random number v, 1<v<q-1 and computes 
challenge h in the following way

kB= wv mod p.

Bank computes session secret key kB according to Diffie-Hellman key 
exchange protocol 

         d=Enc(a,h).

Bank encrypts challenge h using using Alice’s Puk=a by ElGamal encryption 
function Enc obtaining corresponding ciphertext d

s=Sig(y,d).  

Bank signs ciphertext d using his PrK=y by ElGamal signature scheme 
function Sig obtaining corresponding signature s

Bank sends (d,s) to Alice. If Yes, then protocol is proceeded, otherwise it is 
terminated. 

Bank after receiving (w,c) decrypts c using Bank’s Puk=y by ElGamal decryption 
function Dec obtaining Alice’s PukA=a

3.

Dec(x,d)=h.

kA= hu mod p.

Alice computes session secret key kA according to Diffie-Hellman key 
exchange protocol 

Obviously at this moment parties agreed on their common session key 
k=kA=kB.

r=u+xh mod p-1.
Alice having and still keeping secret u and x computes variable 

If it is OK, Alice decrypts d using her Prk=x by ElGamal decryption function Dec 
obtaining Bank’s challenge h
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r=u+xh mod p-1.

z=E(k,m||r).

Alice inputs some message m to the Bank and encrypts this message together 
with r using symmetric encryption function E and using agreed secret key k
thus obtaining ciphertext z corresponding to her response and having some 
analogy with convenient Schnorr identification protocol

Alice sends z to the Bank.

At this stage communications of authenticated KAP are finished. 

          m||r =D(k,z).    

Bank after receiving z decrypts it using symmetric decryption function D with 
agreed secret key k thus obtaining plain text m||r

     gr=wah mod p.

Bank extracts r and according to Schnorr identification protocol, verifies if Alice 
knows her private key x corresponding to her public key a, which is registered in 
Bank’s database. The verification equation is the following

If the last equation is valid, then Bank continues communication with Alice 
using created secure channel with agreed secret key k following Alice nessage m. 
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